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The area of knowledge compilation has been receiving an increased attention in AI and
computer science more broadly. This area has a long tradition in AI and was originally
motivated by the desire to compile knowledge into tractable representations to facilitate
logical reasoning; see, e.g., [8] and [14, 15, 18, 19, 23, 25, 30]. A turning point in this area
has been the work of [18] which presented a comprehensive theory based on compiling
knowledge into tractable Boolean circuits, which are deep representations—in contrast to
earlier efforts which focused on flat representations such as Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF)
and Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF); see, e.g., [23, 25]. Tractable Boolean circuits are
basically and-or circuits with inputs representing variables, their negations, or constants.
These circuits are also said to be in Negation Normal Form (NNF) since negations are
restricted to appear at inputs. NNF circuits are universal representations as they can represent
any Boolean function, and they earn their tractability from additional properties they must
satisfy. Among the most prominent properties are decomposability which leads to DNNF
circuits [9]; determinism which leads to d-DNNF circuits [10], and decision/ordering which
lead to OBDD circuits [7]. Further properties have also been identified which are based on
either strengthening or weakening earlier properties, leading to other circuit types such as
SDD circuits [13].

Beyond expanding the scope of target compilation languages, the work in [18] contributed
a principled methodology for studies in knowledge compilation. In particular, it identified
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two key dimensions for analyzing tractable representations: succinctness and tractability.
The first dimension studies different tractable representations based on their relative sizes,
and the second dimension compares them based on operations (queries and transformations)
that they support in polytime. Queries compute answers to questions posed on the tractable
representation, such as whether it implies a particular formula. Transformations manipulate
or combine tractable representations while ensuring that the result remains in the same form.
The work popularized the term knowledge compilation map for studies of this form, which
have since then been conducted in broader contexts that transcend Boolean logic.

Even though knowledge compilation originated in the world of logical reasoning, the
tractable forms it produced found applications in much broader areas. One early application
was to probabilistic reasoning [11, 12], giving birth to an extensive line of work on tractable
arithmetic circuits; see [16] for a recent survey. Knowledge compilation and tractable circuits
have seen a number of additional and exciting developments over the years, which have
broadened and extended their applications from reasoning, to learning and more recently
to neuro-symbolic AI, by an area that is concerned with integrating neural and symbolic
approaches to AI [5, 20, 24]. Other areas that benefited from knowledge compilation include
database theory; see, e.g., [2, 22], function synthesis [1, 26], constrained sampling [27], and
explainable AI [3, 4, 6, 17, 21, 28, 29]. It is not surprising then to see that the articles in this
special issue span a significant spectrum as we discuss next.

This special issue of the Annals of Mathematics and Artificial Intelligence includes five
papers concerned with various, yet distinct aspects of knowledge compilation.

Product configuration is a common task in industry used to develop product lines, where
each product is composed from a set of reusable features (also called components). Typically,
not every combination of selected features gives rise to a functional product. Hence, it is
common to use feature models, which specify constraints that eliminate invalid combinations
of features—such models can have thousands of features and hundreds of thousands of
constraints. Feature-model analysis typically requires many queries over such constraints
which makes it an ideal application of knowledge compilation. Practical questions that arise
in this context include: how to implement various queries in feature-model analysis using
classical queries studied in the knowledge compilation literature, and which tractable forms
are most suitable for such an analysis? Such a study is contributed in the paper “On the
benefits of knowledge compilation for feature-model analyses” by Chico Sundermann, Elias
Kuiter, Tobias Heß, Heiko Raab, Sebastian Krieter, and Thomas Thüm, which also evaluates
some existing knowledge compilers for feature-model analysis.

Boolean functional synthesis is concerned with generating specific Boolean functions
that meet user-provided specifications. It was recently observed that if such specifications
are compiled into a tractable form, then the synthesis problem is facilitated to the point where
it can be conducted in polytime. This is covered in the paper “Tractable representations for
Boolean functional synthesis” by S. Akshay, Supratik Chakraborty, and Shetal Shah, which
provides a perspective on this area and then tackles two key questions: What tractable forms
facilitate synthesis, and how can we ensure that a specification is compiled into that form?
Both syntactic and semantic conditions are identified for NNF circuits to facilitate synthesis,
and knowledge compilation algorithms are proposed for this purpose.

A switch-list representation (SLR) of a Boolean function can be viewed as a compressed
version of its truth table, and can be exponentially smaller than the tabular representation.
Yet, it is the closest to truth tables as far as its support for polytime queries and transfor-
mations compared to all prominent, tractable representations of Boolean functions known
today. The SLR was introduced relatively recently and an in-depth study of this representa-
tion is contributed in the paper “A faster implementation of EQ and SE queries for switch-list
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representations” by Ondřej Čepek and James Weigle, with a particular focus on optimized,
polytime algorithms for testingwhether one SLR entails another andwhether they are equiva-
lent. These queries, particularly entailment, are known to be among the more difficult queries
for other tractable forms that are commonly used in the literature.

Knowledge compilation can also be useful when reasoning about actions, particularly for
belief tracking which is concerned with obtaining information about the current state of the
world after a history of actions and observations. For example, knowledge compilation can be
used to represent the information in a belief state thatmust bemaintained throughout a history.
A study of belief tracking from the perspective of knowledge compilation is contributed in
the paper “A knowledge compilation perspective on queries and transformations for belief
tracking” by Alexandre Niveau, Hector Palacios, Sergej Scheck, and Bruno Zanuttini. The
authors define queries and transformations which pertain to belief tracking, and study them
for propositional domains, considering a number of representations for belief states, actions,
observations, and goals. Towards the definition of a knowledge compilation map for belief
tracking, the authors also discuss the relative succinctness of representations.

Another area that benefited from knowledge compilation is preference reasoning. Given
a set of combinatorial objects, also called alternatives, one specifies preferences over these
objects which can be conditioned on their properties. Different languages for specifying pref-
erences have been proposed which have different expressiveness and succinctness. These
are specialized languages that are not directly related to Boolean logic as normally used
in knowledge compilation, but that latter literature provides a methodology for studying
preference languages. In the preferences domain, the input knowledge base corresponds to
some statements in the used preference language which gives rise to a number of reason-
ing tasks (i.e., queries). Examples include whether the specified preference relation satisfies
some properties (e.g., is antisymmetric), what preference relation is implied on two particular
objects, which are the top preferred objects, which objects are equally preferred, and whether
two knowledge bases encode the same preferences. One may also be interested in various
transformations applied to preference statements, such as combining them conjunctively or
disjunctively except that the semantics of these combinations are much more intricate than in
the Boolean logic case. Still, one is interested in studying preference languages with respect
to their expressiveness and succinctness, and their support for various polytime queries and
transformations. Such a study is contributed in the paper “An extended knowledge compila-
tion map for conditional preference statements-based and generalized additive utilities-based
languages” by Hélène Fargier, Stefan Mengel, and Jérôme Mengin, which develops a corre-
sponding knowledge compilation map.
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